14-IN-1 PRECISION SCREWDRIVER / NUT DRIVER

14 of the most common precision sizes housed in one tool
14-IN-1 PRECISION SCREWDRIVER / NUT DRIVER

Klein Tools’ 14-in-1 Precision Screwdriver / Nut Driver features 14 of the most common precision sizes in one tool. The Cushion-Grip handle and spin cap provide outstanding comfort and control. This smartly designed tool contains 6 sizes of integrated steel nut drivers that securely hold four double-ended screwdriver bits. Carefully heat-treated for industrial strength, the precision-milled bits include multiple sizes of slotted, Phillips and tamperproof TORX® bits.

INTEGRATED BARRELS HOLD 14 OF THE MOST COMMON PRECISION SIZES

SPIN CAP AND CUSHION-GRIp HANDLE FOR OUTSTANDING CONTROL

Cushion-Grip handle for great comfort and torque

Spin cap offers optimum and precise control

Interchangeable steel shaft for fast, easy bit changes

Industrial-strength heat treated bits

Sizes are etched into barrels and bits

Integrated nut driver includes 14 of the most common sizes in one tool:

- #00
- #0
- 3/32"
- 1/8"
- T7
- T8
- T10
- T15
- 9/64"
- 5/32"
- 3/16"
- 7/32"
- 1/4"
- 5/16"

See our complete line of Screwdrivers and Nut Drivers

www.kleintools.com

Cat. No.  UPC  0-92644+  Description  Dimensions
32314      32314-0 14-in-1 Precision Screwdriver  7" x .875" x .875" (17.8 x 2.2 x 2.2 cm)

Warning statement: Visit www.kleintools.com for safety warnings. TORX® is a registered trademark of Acument Intellectual Properties, LLC
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